Our AI-driven platform revolutionizes property analysis, giving you a transformative perspective on your property's condition.

Our platform employs cutting-edge technology that outperforms traditional "boots on the ground" assessments, making it **seven times faster and ten times more cost-effective**. The deep insights that our platform delivers help you **save up to 70% of the total CAPEX budget**, making SITE the smart choice for modern property analysis.

Efficiently analyze and evaluate the condition of your pavement, roofing, facade, and HVAC year-over-year, proactively plan repairs, and forecast costs – all in one place!

**THE EXPERIENCE**

- **IDENTIFY**
  - Pinpoint your property's exact locations and boundaries

- **MAP**
  - Use multiple sources to capture detailed images of your property and create high-resolution orthomosaic maps

- **ANALYZE**
  - Utilize proprietary AI models to analyze the imagery and extract crucial insights about your property's condition

- **ASSESS**
  - Assign a condition rating and develop proactive repair plans

- **REPAIR**
  - Generate bid documents, select the right contractors, and verify the completed repairs

- **REPORT**
  - Generate detailed capital and maintenance costs projections and customized property reports

**SELECT CUSTOMERS**

- Tractor Supply Co.
- PROLOGIS®
- LINK
- Albertsons
- JLL
- Walmart

**SITETECHNOLOGIES.IO**

**INFO@SITETECHNOLOGIES.IO**

(847) 312-4764